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Abstrakt
Hlavn´ım c´ılem te´to pra´ce je vy´zkum metod a sofware pouzˇ´ıvany´ch v oblasti
pocˇ´ıtacˇove´ bezpecˇnosti, na´sledovany´ neza´visly´m posouzen´ım zadane´ aplikace.
Tato analy´za se soustrˇed´ı na potencia´ln´ı bezpecˇnostn´ı nedostatky. Oprav-
dovy´m prˇ´ınosem te´to pra´ce je analyzovana´ a ohodnocena´ rea´lneˇ pouzˇ´ıvana´
aplikace, spolu s doporucˇen´ımi snizˇuj´ıc´ı efekt nalezeny´ch problemu˙.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova pocˇ´ıtacˇova´ bezpecˇnost, zranitelnost
Abstract
The aim of this work is research of methods & software used in computer se-
curity followed by an independent security review of a given application. This
study focuses on potential security weaknesses. The real benefit of this thesis
is analyzed and assessed real-world application along with recommendations
leading to mitigation of found defects.
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First of all, thank you all for being interested in this topic and for choosing
my master’s thesis as a source of information. I will try to provide you with
the most relevant, accurate and up-to-date data.
This master thesis focuses on a security analysis of a selected, real-world ap-
plication used worldwide by hundreds of millions people every day. The aim
of the thesis is to get acquainted with methods and software used by security
professionals, use this gained knowledge to perform a vulnerability assessment
of this application and document all found issues while giving measures leading
to their mitigation. This particularly means extensively researching multiple
areas of computer security, performing various security tests against the given
application and documenting the results.
What we want to achieve here is a correctly performed detailed security re-
view of a foreign software project. This means we want to focus on download
of the application, its installation procedure, its network communication and
finally its inputs. We will examine each of these parts trying to detect weak-
nesses. Application’s inappropriate behaviour leading to information disclos-
ure, network breach or other similar issues is our objective. The thesis will be
considered as a standalone security review performed by a 3rd party.
The main reason for performing this analysis is researching and summariz-
ing existing information while gaining experience in security analysis field of
computer science. Also, if real security threats get found during the process
of creating this thesis, we will inform appropriate institutions & developers,
make sure they understand the risks and try to cooperate with them on fixing
all found bugs as soon as possible. Therefore every person in this world might






General phrases used in this thesis are inspired by [1]. The first chapter of
this thesis introduces the thesis itself. We are going to explain the nature
of the problem, remind what should a proper security analysis consist of,
describe used environment along with possible attack scenarios and also in-
troduce the structure of the thesis. This is an extension to the introduction
to make sure we all understand the situation and what will be happening in
the following chapters.
1.1 Exact problem formulation
In this thesis, we will focus on analyzing, testing and documenting given
application from a security point of view. The reason for being interested
in such a topic is that computers became something very essential in our
everyday lives and a major part of the human population cannot imagine
living without them anymore. In addition to that, we are nowadays using
computers for tasks related to, e.g. national security, financing, emergency
situations and most importantly our health. Therefore it is only reasonable
to make sure computer applications get designed, developed and used in the
most secure way they can be.
The application selected for analysis is a world-wide popular piece of software
that has repeatedly been included in various online and paper magazines as
a “must have” app for every single computer 1. Due to this fact, we will
unfortunately not be able to reveal the application’s actual name as in case
any real deficiencies get found our thesis could put a significant amount of
people in danger. On the other hand, it would not look appropriate to have a
1We are not citing mentioned magazines on purpose, to minimize the risk of identifying
inspected application.
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major part of the thesis blackened out, so we decided to give our application
a new name - Mary, statistically the most used female name in the USA.
Mary aims to provide a complete solution for a complicated problem, which
can be divided into two separate sub-problems. Each sub-problem gets solved
by Mary’s separate part, and each of these parts accepts many different in-
put/output file types while offering various algorithms to work with. This
should provide us with a right feeling that Mary is a truly large software
project.
Security analysis is rather a complex process, so a more detailed description of
what to expect follows in next subsections. We will first focus on a description
of the analysis itself, then we are going to take a look at the environment we
will be working in and last, but not least, are going to be brief comments on
expected space for some problems.
1.1.1 Security analysis
A proper security review consists of researching every possible aspect in which
targeted system can have weaknesses.[2][3][4] This process can be separated
into multiple smaller parts to make it more easy to understand. We will now
take a closer look at some of these parts.
• Acquire Although frequently overlooked, this is the part every sophist-
icated attacker will want to abuse the most. As long as the attacker can
exploit the process of acquiring the application, he is also very likely able
to inject his code into every computer that installs such an application.
In the worst case scenario, this can mean unlimited and undetected
control of the victim’s station. Especially nowadays when software is
usually downloaded from the Internet instead of being distributed over
some physical medium (DVD, USB stick, ....) this process becomes one
of the essentials that must be well protected. Since we will try to behave
like a sophisticated attacker during our analysis, we will get familiar with
obtaining Mary very well.
• Install Installation is highly dependent on given environment, but in
any case, it represents the first place where foreign code may get executed
on a user’s machine. Because installation usually needs write access
to system folders, changes important settings and generally modifies
the way a computer is going to behave it requires administrator/root
privileges - and anything running with these privileges must get checked
with extreme caution. Therefore we will look at this process in great
detail.
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• Network inputs As long as targeted application communicates over
the network, it has to accept at least some network input. Moreover,
as long as an application accepts any input, it can be attacked. In case
of network input, the situation is far more critical given the fact that
the attack can be handled remotely - the victim does not even have to
execute a single program. Also, under certain conditions, the application
might be running with administrator privileges. These facts make the
possibility of network input itself sound promising. Therefore, we will
focus on Mary from this point of view as well.
• Local inputs Local inputs present a typically attacked part of an ap-
plication. Although they require a little bit more interaction with the vic-
tim than network inputs (e.g. opening a malicious file) they are a more
frequent way an application talks to its user. Mary is a great example
for this part of the analysis, as it accepts a wide range of different file
types - extensive research on this topic will be done in chapter 3.
• Access rights The last example of what must be included in every
security analysis are access rights. They include for example filesystem
access rights or user privileges. The default installation of Mary creates
numerous objects, runs multiple processes and accesses various system
entities. This is also going to be examined in a comprehensive way.
1.1.2 Chosen environment
First things that influenced our work environment were operating systems
supported by Mary. Mary consists of multiple parts and libraries, each of
them coming with their license, terms and conditions. Several parts of Mary
can be compiled on Windows, Linux, macOS, FreeBSD and even Android
builds exist. However, we wanted to test the application in its full version -
to do so, this forces several conditions for the environment. We can now take
a look at the overall setup scheme.
• Operating system Due to several facts, the chosen OS will be Win-
dows 10. Windows is the only system where all parts of Mary can run,
and its version 10 is very current at the time of writing this text. It
is also well supported by Microsoft, offers various security mechanisms
and is among the most popular operating systems used by the general
public.[5][6] We will run this operating system using the Virtual Box
virtualization software.
• System settings We will keep all the settings to their defaults, update
the system periodically and let Windows handle all the maintenance as
in the case of a typical user. The only difference, when compared to
a real installation, is going to be the Virtual Box Guest Additions which
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is a software package of Windows drivers especially suitable for a virtu-
alized OS. Without these drivers, the system does not provide a good
reaction time nor is it able to use all available hardware in an optimal
way. The network will be configured using DHCP, and the addresses are
going to be provided by the Virtual Box software.
• Other installed software As we try to keep the system as default
as it can be, we want to keep 3rd party software at its minimum. On
the other hand, we can not perform a security analysis without installing
appropriate specialized tools that we will get to in section 2.3. Apart
from these necessary utilities and Mary, we install only a few handy
applications - Total Commander, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Visual Stu-
dio 2015, Google Drive, git, Python and Sublime Text. We especially
want to avoid anti-virus programs, firewalls and other kinds of security
software as those might interfere with the analysis.
1.1.3 Space for weaknesses
At the end of this section, we will briefly take a look at another important topic
- Mary’s weaknesses. Software development is a non-trivial process involving
numerous activities - designing, implementation, documentation, testing, up-
dates releasing and many others. All these activities must be done in a secure
way to produce an all-around secured product.[7] As we will see later, this is
unfortunately not always the case. Now, we can take a quick look at where
we are going to expect security flaws in the case of Mary.
1.1.3.1 Download
As mentioned before in subsection 1.1.1, the first contact with the software
vendor and the software itself might provide us with an opportunity of find-
ing an unseen problem. A usual way for Mary to get to its users is to be
downloaded from the Internet. This means that Mary’s vendor should try
to guarantee that the server we are downloading from is actually owned by
the software vendor and is not just an identical copy of it created by some
attackers. Also, we should have a way to check the integrity of the downloaded
file to minimize the chance that the file is just a forged binary pretending to
be Mary. If these two aspects are not safely covered, there might be an op-
portunity for an attacker.
1.1.3.2 Install
The next thing to focus on when looking for potential problems is the install-
ation. In the middle between the download and the installation is the di-
gital signature - the installer theoretically downloaded in the previous section
should also be digitally signed. On recent Windows systems, this makes sure
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that the User Account Control (UAC) is able to verify the signature and thus
the software vendor. This guarantees that the file has not been tampered
with. Next fact is that the installation may need administrative rights. If
other binaries get executed from the installation process, and their content
can get changed, the attacker could be able to force running custom code
with the highest possible access rights. Also, nowadays installation proced-
ures usually offer us various software products in addition to the one we are
actually installing. When left with their default settings on they install these
additional software products, so the whole principle of securing the applica-
tion now applies to them as well. These and many others present a set of
scenarios which can get abused.
1.1.3.3 Inputs
After the application’s download and installation phase are considered to be
reviewed, its inputs are to be examined. Generally, we can say that every
application that accepts user input has to allocate memory to copy that input
into. Attackers may try to test whether the size of the buffer is constant
and try to provide more data than fits into such a buffer, trying to subvert
the application into an unexpected state. When unexpected behaviuor is not
just well expected but even controlled by the attacker, he/she might be able
to take control of the execution flow by injecting his/her instructions.[8] For
this reason, we must pay great attention to what Mary accepts as input file
formats.
• Local input We will understand local input as any data that may
be submitted to the program and do not originate from a network. It
may include files, command line arguments, settings from registry keys,
GUI interaction with the user and others. We will be most interested in
Mary’s file-based input.
• Network input On the other hand, all data processed by the applica-
tion directly from the network will be considered a network input. For
example communication with the update server, or targeted commer-
cials. We will examine Mary’s network inputs thoroughly as well.
1.1.3.4 Access rights
Access rights are one of the main security mechanisms present in modern
operating systems. On our target platform access rights are not associated
just with files, but many other system objects have them as well.[7] We will
be most interested in access rights of registry keys and files themselves. These
get created & set during the installation so they will be closely connected
to the installation process. Another thing to look at can be an execution of
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privileged actions by unprivileged users, manifests and UAC’s role in these
scenarios.
1.2 Expected results
The big picture end of this thesis is represented by analyzed application from
a security professional’s point of view. This means that we are in the first place
interested in an overall research of this complex topic and if this research brings
up something positive we also want to try to dive deeper into the practical
side of things.
In greater detail, this means that we want to gain as much knowledge as we
can about several topics - where to look for possible attack vectors, what
are generally known attack scenarios and how to apply these scenarios to
our situation. Also, we want to focus on methods that security professionals
use when they are trying to test a given piece of software - what methods
are suitable for what attack vectors, what can we do when we have target’s
source code and what on the other hand we can not or what extra methods
can we use if the application communicates over the network. At the end of
the research, we will want to take a look at software utilities that use discovered
attack methods for suitable attack vectors. These and many others represent
required knowledge to at least know where to start with our analysis.
After getting familiar with the necessary background, we want to focus on
the review itself. We want to use the acquired knowledge, find out applica-
tion weaknesses and see where they can lead to. This will be represented by
utilization of appropriate software tools and proper application of discovered
methods.
In the very end of the thesis we want to do a summary of everything we have
found out, give recommendations to software vendors and draw an appropriate
conclusion.
1.3 Thesis structure
Here we will briefly describe the structure of this thesis - it is divided into four
main parts: Research, Analysis, Assessment and Recommendations.
1.3.1 Research
This will be the first part of this thesis coming right after this introduction. At
the beginning of this chapter, we are going to do a short reminder of known
common attack vectors applicable to applications. Next, we will focus on
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methods that use these attack vectors to abuse a given weakness of a particular
software project. Following these theoretical schemes, we have to take a closer
look at specialized software utilities that use given methods to perform actual
computer attacks. After finishing this chapter, we are going to be able to
understand what attack vectors can security specialists use when analyzing
an application, we will have a detailed idea of how methods attacking some
kind of an application work, and we will know which software tools to use.
1.3.2 Analysis
At the beginning of this section, we will briefly introduce the application by
taking a look at the process of acquiring & installing while also analyzing
possible inputs. Next, we will focus on network communication performed by
the application and on its installed executables & libraries, based on the results
of the previous part. In the end, we will take an in-depth look at those pieces
of the application that will seem to be most likely susceptible to any kind of
an attack. After finishing this chapter, we will have a detailed knowledge of
the internals of the application, understand its installation process, common
usage scenarios and possible security deficiencies.
1.3.3 Assessment
Generally, we will want to assess all discovered problems (if any), document
them and describe them in greater detail. Then comes the practical part of
our thesis where we will try to assess whether it is possible to abuse each
discovered problem and possibly create a proof of concept code. Here we
will take a closer look at how to achieve this and elaborate on used methods,
required skills and appropriate software.
1.3.4 Recommendations
In the last chapter of this thesis, we are going to examine measures leading
to the mitigation of found weaknesses. Here we will specifically focus on each
found problem, discuss possible ways to minimize the risk and give recom-





In the second chapter of this thesis, we are going to focus on the knowledge
required to perform a security review.
First, we will examine known attack vectors. Next, we will take a look at
known methods and attacks that use these vectors and may result in possible
security breaches. Finally, we will discuss specialized software used by security
professionals.
2.1 Possible attack vectors
Attack vectors are in our context defined as opportunities for an attacker to
cause harm to our system. A certain level of risk caused by some of these
vectors is always present in any computer system and can not be avoided. In
other cases, the level can be reduced to a reasonable minimum or the risk can
be even eliminated completely.[2][9] Please keep in mind that this should not
be considered a comprehensive list of all possible attack vectors that currently
exist in the computer world, as no such thing is possible due to several facts.
2.1.1 Local attack vectors
Here we will focus on attack vectors that do not necessarily require network
access. This means we will try to elaborate some of the vectors that may also
work over the network, but will be applicable locally with physical access to
the system/application as well.
2.1.1.1 Buffer overflow
• Description Buffer overflow (bo) is a common bug that gives an at-
tacker a way to force a running process to either crash or to perform an
unintended operation. Such unintended operation may be for example
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running code provided by the attacker. Abusing a buffer overflow bug is
usually heavily dependent on the architecture of the CPU, OS and the
program design. As it will be a major part of the analysis in chapter 3,
we will take a closer look at it now.[10][11][8]
• Principle Abuse of multiple computer design essentials, leading to
unintended behaviour. It is a product of several design patterns com-
bination that we will look at below.[10][11][8]
– Execution flow First, there is a hardware principle of the exe-
cution flow. CPU reads instructions from an address given by the
value of the PC (Program Counter) register. This register is known
as EIP/RIP on Intel-based processor architectures. If a program
bug allows an attacker to set this value, the CPU will try to execute
instructions from an address supplied by the attacker. And if this
address is within a page/segment with appropriate access rights,
attacker’s code will be executed.[12][13]
– Bounds checking Next, programming languages like C or C++
are not, under certain conditions, performing bounds checking.
When a programmer allocates 50 bytes of memory and then copies
1500 bytes of data into the allocated memory, the compiler may
not detect such a situation.
Though avoiding bounds checking improves the speed of the pro-
grams, it gives an attacker a possibility to write bytes into the
program’s memory. When combined with the execution flow from
the previous point, the contents of the buffer can be executed by
the CPU as instructions.[14]
– Stacks and heaps Lastly, operating system data structures defin-
ing the layout of a running program in memory. A buffer overflow
may be stack or heap-based. Each running program has typically
one stack per thread and may have multiple heaps.[15][16][17]
∗ Stack overflow A stack frame is a structure in memory cre-
ated by the compiler. One of its purposes is to define the
address of next instruction after a function returns. The stack
overflow represents a situation, where an attacker overwrites
a buffer allocated on the stack. Consider the following C and
assembly code:
#inc lude <s t d i o . h>
i n t main ( void ) {
char bu f f e r [ 8 ] ;
g e t s ( bu f f e r ) ;
r e turn 0 ;
}
0 x00001f70 <+0>: push ebp
0x00001f71 <+1>: mov ebp , esp
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0 x00001f73 <+3>: sub esp , 0 x18
0 x00001f76 <+6>: l e a eax , [ ebp−0xc ]
0 x00001f79 <+9>: mov DWORD PTR [ ebp−0x4 ] , 0 x0
0 x00001f80 <+16>: mov DWORD PTR [ esp ] , eax
0 x00001f83 <+19>: c a l l 0 x1f94 ; g e t s
0 x00001f88 <+24>: xor ecx , ecx
0 x00001f8a <+26>: mov DWORD PTR [ ebp−0x10 ] , eax
0x00001f8d <+29>: mov eax , ecx
0 x00001 f8 f <+31>: add esp , 0 x18
0 x00001f92 <+34>: pop ebp
0x00001f93 <+35>: r e t
Listing 2.1: Stack overflow vulnerable code
Figure 2.1: Stack frame structure in memory
Before the call instruction gets executed, the stack looks like
in figure 2.1. Data written to the buffer now depend entirely
on user input, and its length does not get checked. An attacker
may insert enough bytes to overwrite saved return address and
change the execution flow.[11][8]
∗ Heap overflow Heaps are data structures created by the
memory manager, and therefore, their structure is highly de-
pendent on used OS and the memory manager implementation.
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In general, attackers attempt to corrupt memory manager’s in-
ternal structures by writing past end of the buffer in such a way
that custom code gets inadvertently executed. Such an action
is only possible if the memory manager stores at least some
management data together with the allocated memory. Due
to its complexity and specific requirements, heap overflows are
way beyond the scope of this thesis. Also, after discussion with
the supervisor, we will not be developing a proof of concept
code if such a problem gets found.[11][18]
• Examples Buffer overflows got found in numerous applications. When
functions that do not check the number of bytes written/read (for ex-
ample strcat(), strcpy(), or gets()) process user input directly, a
possibility of buffer overflow exists. Also, buffer overflows are typical for
native-language code, such as C, C++ or assembly.[11][19]
• Impacts Injecting custom instructions into a running process and ex-
ecuting these instructions or crashing the process.
• Protection As buffer overflows are a real problem from the security
point of view, there are numerous advanced techniques which try to
minimize their impact. Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR)
or Data Execution Prevention (DEP) are mechanisms provided by the
OS while stack canaries or SafeSEH get handled by the compiler. Note
that SafeSEH is available for Windows applications only and DEP might
have different names on a different platform. Of course, all these will
not prevent the programmer from bad programming habits and usage
of known vulnerable library functions.[7][10]
2.1.1.2 Security misconfiguration
• Description The operating system has many security features. Since
security features do not mean secure features, security misconfiguration
often allows access to or tampering with data. Therefore, these have
to be configured appropriately otherwise they can be useless or even
harmful.[2][9]
• Principle Insufficient administrator knowledge and/or human mistake.
• Examples Too low/strict access rights, usage of sudo with no password,
root login over password protected ssh, unsecured Intelligent Platform
Management Interface (IPMI), too many open files/connections for ap-
plication, too high/low stack/heap size.
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• Impacts Here we will list the impacts based on a specific security
system implemented by the OS.2
– Access rights Read/write access to unwanted files/devices, ex-
ecuting commands as their owner using SUID/SGID bits, replacing
content in privileged directories
– Firewall Open ports for privileged or private services, communic-
ation of unwanted software, information leakage
– Authentication Privilege escalation, password cracking
– System limits Exhausting system resources, application crash,
password cracking
• Protection General protection against any misconfiguration is a never-
ending process of learning. Therefore except for professional training,
courses and self-studying we can recommend tools like salt or puppet to
automatize configuration across multiple servers and minimize the pos-
sibility of human mistake. However, nothing will prevent an uneducated
administrator from deploying bad but valid configuration.
2.1.1.3 Physical access
• Description Physical access to the computer itself usually means we
can bypass almost every security feature in the operating system. We
might not be able to access the data on the targeted system, but unless
we are in an extremely secured environment, we will be able to use the
computer in any way we want.[2][9]
• Principle Physical access allows the attacker to restart the computer,
boot from another medium than the predefined device and start a differ-
ent operating system. The boot process can be secured from BIOS/UEFI,
but with the physical access, we are always able to reset BIOS/UEFI
to its default settings which in most scenarios effectively removes these
passwords.
• Examples N/A
• Impacts Possible access to all data stored on the system, installation
of a possibly different operating system, rootkits and backdoors.2
• Protection Full drive encryption offers protection to the data stored
on the system even when an attacker has physical access to the disk
itself. Also, placing the system into an environment where no physical
access is possible (e.g. data centres with certification) provide enough
safety for most real-life scenarios.2[2][9]
2Examples and tips only, many others usually exist
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2.1.2 Remote attack vectors
We understand remote attack vectors as opportunities coming from the net-
work. This means we will not focus here on possibly vulnerable applications
but rather on network design patterns that allow abusing by its very definition.
2.1.2.1 Information disclosure
• Description Revealing too much information is a common threat found
in software applications. Sensitive information can be anything that will
give the attacker an insight about what hardware are we using, what
software are we running in which version, what are the physical locations
of our equipment and so forth. The attacker can use this information to
better aim at the target system, e.g. by looking for known vulnerabilities
of identified components.[2][20][21]
• Principle Generally, it abuses the principle of misconfiguration and
default unsecured settings. It uses for example default unsecured con-
figurations left out by administrators, wrong settings, forgotten settings
or exposed debug information.
• Examples Service banners of all kinds (SMTP, POP, SSH, etc.), HTTP
header Server, SMTP commands vrfy/expr, DNS zone transfers, MS-
RPC dumps, NetBIOS names and relations including empty relations,
Google look-ups based on documentation/default web pages (inurl:
"/phpinfo.php", inurl:"/moodle/login/index.php", etc.).[2][9]
• Impacts Impact can range from negligible to critical - what devices
and OS are we running, which usernames are valid, what software in
which version are we using, what is the logical map of our network,
what are the domain names we are using and where do they resolve to,
what IDS/IPS appliances are present.2
• Protection Detailed examination of current settings and defaults,
changing the configuration to expose minimum information, updating
the source code, ideally performing a 3rd party code review.2
2.1.2.2 Network sniffing
• Description Network sniffing can be separated into passive and Man-
in-the-Middle (MitM) techniques. Passive attacks do not require active
modification of network traffic, while MitM sniffing attacks consist of
redirecting targeted traffic through attacker’s computer and then ex-
amining passing traffic. Information transmitted over the network may
contain technical information, passwords, personal information, credit
card numbers and much more.[2][9][22]
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• Principle All unencrypted information transmitted over the network is
readable not only by the recipient of the information but also by everyone
else with access to it. Access to this information can be, especially in
local networks, easily achieved as we will see later in 2.2.3.
• Examples Rogue WiFi AP, ARP/DNS poisoning attacks, rogue DHCP
server, ICMP/BGP traffic re-routing.2[23]
• Impacts Revealing user names and passwords for all commonly un-
encrypted network protocols (FTP, SMB, HTTP, SMTP, IMAP, POP3
and many others), reading other people’s emails, acquiring private doc-
uments and conversations.2
• Protection Using encrypted versions of network protocols (if they
exist), tunnelling specific network traffic, using VPN even at the local
network.2 Generally, most of network sniffing can be prevented using
encrypted traffic as much as possible.
2.1.2.3 Bad network protocol design
• Description Network protocols define the way processes talk to each
other and form the core of network communication overall. Their design
is typically very mature and therefore does not meet current security re-
quirements. To retain backward compatibility, however, these protocols
are still used.[24][25]
• Principle Protocol design did not consider security as important enough
or did not consider it as a factor at all. Such protocols often lack any
kind of security mechanisms, whether it is by its very nature or just by
mistake.[24][9]
• Examples Cache poisoning in ARP/DNS/ICMP protocols, TCP con-
nection hijacking, ICMP live hosts identification, unsecured FTP/Tel-
net/HTTP/... [26]
• Impacts Highly dependent on a type of an attack - it can lead to
information disclosure due to network sniffing, transmitted data being
tampered with, network application crash, denial of network access and
so on.2
• Protection Very difficult because the protocols are hard to update and
these flaws are built into them. Recent network devices from enterprise-
class manufacturers like Arista or Cisco try to detect some common
attacks and prevent them. Also, one can minimize the usage of these
protocols or completely disable them, although that will inevitably lead
to loss of functionality. Another option is to replace some of them with
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a most recent protocol with similar functionality - HTTP with HTTPS,
or FTP with SFTP, for example.[26][9]
2.1.2.4 Denial of Service
• Description An Internet service that is not responding, is slow or has
high latency is the same as a non-existent service. In case a service is the
primary source of generated funds, it should be kept alive and working
at all costs. Unfortunately, the possibility of exhausting resources of the
system providing such a service can never be avoided entirely.
• Principle Exhausting selected resources on a targeted system. DoS
is often represented by using all available system memory, opening a
maximum number of file descriptors or crashing the application by a
specially crafted input.[2][27]
• Examples TCP SYN flood, UDP flood, ping of death, reflection at-
tacks, slowloris, fork/XML bomb.[2][27]
• Impacts The response time of attacked service is indefinite, leading
to timeouts on the client side. The impact may range from crucial (for
example financial or trust loss) to negligible, based on the type of the
service.
• Protection Custom NIC drivers passing packets directly to user-space
application, DDoS protection services like Cloudflare.2
2.1.2.5 Wireless networks
• Description Wireless networks remove the need to be physically con-
nected to the adjacent network. This allows the attacker to for example
sit in his car outside a company while sniffing their network traffic.
• Principle Current Wi-Fi attacks benefit from bad design principles in
encryption schemes used. It is not the network protocol as a whole but
just its encryption part. Two main encryption schemes exist today -
WEP and WPA/WPA2 and they both have their security flaws. Also,
another defect can be found in several WPS implementations which
effectively breaks the level of security provided by WPA/WPA2.[23][28]
• Examples WEP IV re-initialization & ARP packet injection, WPA2
KRACK, WPS pixie-dust, WPA/WPA2 handshake bruteforcing.[29][30][23]
• Impacts Same as gaining unauthorized access to the physical network
- network sniffing, data tampering, connection hijacking, service denials
and much more.2
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• Protection Separate guest SSIDs, separate VLAN and network range
for wireless traffic, correct firewall rules, WPA2-CCMP only usage, client
devices updates after the KRACK attack.2[23][30][28]
2.2 Known methods and attacks
Now when we know about common attack vectors, we can take a closer look at
known methods and particular attacks that researchers use when examining
applications.
First, we want to take a look at methods that are used for getting more
information about a targeted system. This is going to include up-to-date
and sophisticated network methods that help us find out what is required to
continue with a review any further. Then we will focus on methods used for
finding buffer overflows. At the end of this section, other advanced techniques
mostly regarding network protocols will get examined.
2.2.1 Reconnaissance
Detailed information about the targeted system is the first step of every se-
curity analysis. These information help security professionals to for example
search for known exploits or reverse engineer detected software.
• Publicly available information sources Publicly available inform-
ation sources include many different databases - specific web services
collecting leaked passwords, Google indexes or whois data containing
administrative info for almost every online entity.[21][2]
• Network map Creating a network map usually involves identifying
live hosts, mapping DNS names to IP addresses and determining used
network paths leading to those IP addresses. Identifying live hosts is
mostly done by sending icmp echo request messages to targeted IP
address and waiting for an answer. The ping utility present in modern
operating systems does this. Mapping DNS names to IP addresses is
a complicated task due to several reasons. At first, there is no way to
obtain all sub-domains of a domain from a public point of view. And
second, DNS mappings change in time and become invalid based on the
TTL of every DNS record. A technique called DNS zone transfer might
be in certain situations used to obtain them. Determining network paths
is done by sending out a packet with IP TTL equal to 1 and waiting for
the first icmp time exceeded message. Then the TTL gets increased,




• Software detection Software detection distinguishes operating sys-
tems and applications running on analyzed machines, preferably with
their versions. OS fingerprinting is a method that relies on several pat-
terns produced differently by every OS. For example default IP TTL,
default TCP window size, filled fields in DHCP requests, TCP options
set for a connection and others. Detecting running network applications
is done by port scanning - sending an opening packet to a predefined
set of ports on an analyzed host and waiting for a response. Version de-
tection usually occurs in application layer protocol by examining HTTP
Server header, SSH login banner, or SMTP server EHLO response, for
example.[31]
2.2.2 Buffer overflow
Next, we will take a look at methods and procedures that help find buffer
overflows.
2.2.2.1 Reverse engineering
Phrases and definitions in this subsection are inspired by lectures from [32].
Software reverse engineering (re) is a process of analyzing an application to
create a representation of the system at a higher level of abstraction. This, in
our case, means we will have a compiled executable binary and we will want
to know how exactly does it work, what algorithms and data structures does
it contain and where it might have possible weaknesses.[33]
• General info re tries to recover the source code of an application
that is available only as an executable binary. It is impossible to obtain
the source code fully as information gets lost during compilation and
linking. Also, re has ethical and legal aspects - we are permitted to
use re to understand how the software works. We should not use it to
bypass copy protections or create copies of some particular software.[33]
• Types of RE We can make a difference between dead code analysis
and live code analysis. Dead code analysis is performed against a non-
running executable typically by a tool called disassembler. Live code
analysis is on the other hand performed by a tool called debugger on a
running application.
In dead code analysis, the application has no idea that it is being ana-
lyzed and therefore can not defend itself in any way. However, when
analyzing a complex binary (e.g. a packed one), it might be complic-
ated to imagine what the application does without actually running it.
Live code analysis, on the other hand, executes application’s code so we
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can clearly see what is happening and when. But as an opposite, the
application has now the chance to detect it is being debugged and react
appropriately.
• Required knowledge To re an application a security researcher must
possess a vast amount of knowledge. One of it is detailed knowledge of
the target platform ABI. This includes data alignment in the memory,
how are parameters passed to functions, how are CPU registers used,
symbol names mangling and others. Also, the researcher must be fa-
miliar with the API of system calls and also with the API of standard
libraries for given OS. This information allows separating parts of the
binary that are actually kernel/library code. Advanced knowledge of the
assembly language and basic programming paradigms in it is so essential
we do not think it has to be explained any deeper.
• Commonly examined parts of a binary Here we want to take a
look at the parts of a binary executable containing information helpful
for determining what algorithms and data structures in the binary do.
This does not represent examining the algorithms themselves but control
structures created by the language runtime to execute the application
correctly. We will also focus on Windows binaries only, as that is the
case of our analyzed application.
– PE header This is the header that every executable for MS Win-
dows has. It contains the first level of elementary information that
a security research wants to take a look at. Except for information
required for running the code various hints and flags can be seen
here - if the application supports ASLR/DEP/SafeSEH, what DLLs
does it import from, when was it compiled, by which vendor is it
supplied, its version and many others. Also, application’s resources
can be found here.[34]
– IAT Import Address Table is directly connected with the PE
header as it is part of it. It contains names and ordinary num-
bers of functions from imported DLLs which are used by the loader
when executing the application. Based on the content of this table
the loader fills in the addresses of required functions. These ad-
dresses can be in several scenarios replaced in foreign processess,
actively changing imported functions.[34][35]
– RTTI This information gets typically used for operators like typeid
or dynamic cast of the C++ language. In re we use private struc-
tures like RTTITypeDescriptor, RTTIBaseClassDescriptor or the
main one RTTIClassHierarchyDescriptor to find out used class
names and class hierarchy.[36]
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• Debugging and disassembling These are the two main techniques
used in re. Each of them uses specialized software (disassemblers and
debuggers) to achieve its goals. Here we will take a look at basic prin-
ciples and in section 2.3 we will focus on particular tools.
– Disassembling Translation of particular binary code into code
in a human-readable assembly language of the targeted CPU. Two
traditional approaches on how to achieve this exist - linear sweep
and recursive traversal.
Linear sweep is fast and straightforward as it performs disassembly
in a linear fashion byte by byte from the start of the .text sec-
tion. This approach gets easily confused by mixing data with code
and ambiguous code flows (i.e. obfuscation). Recursive traversal,
on the other hand, starts at the entry point of the program and
disassembles instruction after instruction following every possible
jump/call, therefore examining all the parts of the reachable code.
Unreachable parts of the binary are considered to be data, and
thus this technique does not get confused when data gets mixed
with code. Both these approaches are far more sophisticated in
real usage and nowadays tools used in re combine them to provide
the best results.[37][38]
– Debugging It is a process of finding bugs in an application while
it is running. In re, this is typically used to watch the execution
flow, to bypass obfuscation and generally to understand internal
algorithms and API calls.
Debugger works by either creating a process we want to debug or by
attaching to an already running one. The debugger then obtains
all debugging events for the process and reacts appropriately to
them. Debugging events represent situations like starting a new
thread, loading a library or handling an exception. Besides these
events the debugger has full control over the targeted process -
it can change its data in registers, alter execution code flow or
instructions directly, dump contents of memory and many more.
Most importantly, the debugger can set breakpoints (software and
hardware ones) and trace executed instructions. These features
allow it to stop the execution flow on a predefined place and also
to record the progress of a running application.[10][39]
• Application protection Many commercial applications are reverse en-
gineered to bypass the application’s license. Also, many applications are
reverse engineered to find undiscovered vulnerabilities. For this reason
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the CPU architecture, OS and programmers use various techniques that
help them to protect applications. Generally, we can split these tech-
niques based on their purpose.
– Security protection These are mechanisms that are supposed
to protect the application from attacks like buffer overflows. Of
course, no protection mechanism will prevent the programmer from
using insecure programming functions and paradigms. Here we will
only state a few examples, and since these will get examined as
buffer overflow protections, we will take a closer look at them in
5.2.
ASLR - a function offered by the OS which must be supported
by the application causes the binary file to be always loaded at
random address in the memory, thus making exploits based on
buffer overflow much harder to develop. Next is DEP, realized by
NX/XD bit in CPU. This bit causes marked memory pages to be
not executable. Others are canaries, unique values at the end of the
stack frame that detect stack-based buffer overflows and SafeSEH, a
mechanism which prevents custom Structured Exception Handlers
(SEH) to be installed by an attacker.[10][40]
– Know-how protection Know-how protection, on the other hand,
secures the algorithms inside the application. Such a protection
gets typically used in commercial software and games as their de-
velopers want to prevent the existence of illegal copies. Also, many
malware authors use these methods to hide what their software is
actually doing from an anti-virus. Most commonly used techniques
are obfuscation and encryption.
• Obfuscation Obfuscation generally stands for making a code of a pro-
gram less understandable. Its primary purpose is to fatigue analyst-
s/attackers by obscuring program’s code. Though obfuscation does not
increase the security of the program, it is often used as a supplemental
protection mechanism. It is a must for applications running on byte-
code oriented platforms such as Dalvik VM, JVM or .NET. Otherwise,
their code could be quickly recovered by means of re. This particularly
means, for example, renaming variables and functions, opaque predic-
ates, or string encryption. Code parallelization, splitting into multiple
processes, table interpretation, dead and irrelevant code insertion or re-





Fuzzing is a process of finding bugs in software by supplying pseudo-random
data as application input. The main purpose of fuzzing is usually crashing
the application being fuzzed. A correctly written application shall always
withstand this process. If a crash or any other exceptional condition occurs,
then there is a bug. We are going to focus on black-box fuzzing, where the
fuzzer does not know the internal structure of the program being fuzzed.
Another type is white-box fuzzing, where the fuzzer is able to check whether
all code paths got hit. Such fuzzing requires access to the source code of
the product. Grey-box fuzzing uses AI techniques and is currently considered
state-of-the-art in vulnerability detection.[42][43][44]
• General info Testing programs by random inputs is an old technique
used even with punched cards.[45] However, fuzzing these days differs
a lot, and state-of-the-art fuzzing software uses advanced AI techniques
to cover as much code as possible. It has several advantages - it is
able to test a given application without any prior knowledge about its
structure/inputs, once configured it can run for months without human
interaction, and it usually reveals bugs that were missed by other sorts
of testing techniques. On the other hand, fuzzing from its very nature
carries a few drawbacks - indefinitely long runtime (based on scheduled
tests), configuring for a complex application input can be very time
consuming and code covered by fuzzing differs a lot based on the quality
of fuzzer and its settings.[43][46]
• Types of fuzzers Fuzzers can be categorized as dumb and smart.
Dumb fuzzers do not know anything about the input structure and thus
supply random data to the application. This has an advantage of a very
easy configuration and setup but requires a significant amount of time
to pass integrity or file format checks typically found in programs. On
the opposite, smart fuzzers are aware of the file/protocol format and can
keep certain values fixed or calculated correctly to provide valid inputs.
The latter approach provides greater code coverage but requires much
more time to prepare and configure.[43][42]
Another way to look at fuzzer categorization is based on the way used
to generate new inputs. Three different classes can be distinguished:
mutation, generation and evolutionary. Mutation-based fuzzers take an
already existing input and mutate it - shift bits, swap bytes, repeat parts
of data and so forth. Generation-based fuzzers have a specification of
the data they are generating and create new data from scratch - this
requires more intelligence from the fuzzer but provides a more robust
way of testing. Advanced fuzzers combining these two methods exist as
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well. Evolutionary-based fuzzers are state-of-the-art pieces of software
in fuzzing as of now. These use techniques like genetic programming
to improve submitted inputs over the time and cover as much code as
possible.[43][46][44][47]
• Fuzzing process The fuzzing process greatly differs based on the used
fuzzer, environment, debugging capabilities and tested application. For
dumb fuzzers on Linux platform, testing programs with simple and easy
to use interface can be as simple as piping the output of /dev/urandom
into the program while checking its behaviour with tools like gdb or
valgrind. For smart, mutation and generation-based fuzzers with com-
plex configuration, this process complicates slightly.[43][48]
To keep the information level at a reasonable amount, we can say that
the process of fuzzing consists of several parts. First is specifying the
format of the input we want to get fuzzed - this can be a file format,
network protocol structure or anything else that targeted application ac-
cepts. After being done with the format, we have to define an interface
for passing generated inputs to the tested application. Typically this can
be done using a network socket or command line arguments. Next, we
must establish a connection between debugger/memory-checker-tool and
our application to detect anomalies. To achieve this, the fuzzer usually
starts a debugger/memory-checker-tool and instructs it to run our ap-
plication within itself. Finally, the fuzzer repeats generating inputs and
supplying them to the tested application until a predefined condition is
reached (a bug is found, a timeout is reached and so on).[43][48]
2.2.2.3 Static analysis
Static code analysis is a method used for discovering bugs by examining the
source code of the application. It is a process similar to the compilation itself
but with focus on buffer overflows, separate branches handling and many other
security-related issues. Current compilers (for example clang) contain such a
static analyzer and provide additional warnings during the compilation. We
are going to focus on C/C++ static analysis, although it is principally not
limited to these programming languages.[49][50]
• General info “Static” represents the fact that the analysis is non-
runtime and should be a part of the build process. It finds all syntactic
and lexical issues, and it also tries to understand the semantics of the
program. In its most simple form, it could be done by a very strictly con-
figured compiler. A more advanced version of a static analyzer searches
for known dangerous functions (for example gets(), sprintf(), or
strcpy()[11]), static arrays allocated at the stack, easily abused system
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calls and much more.[51] However, current professional tools for static
analysis go far beyond these abilities and try to simulate the execution
using many possible scenarios - taking particular jumps, supplying cer-
tain inputs, looping for a specified number of times and so on. This has
the target of finding particular execution flow and its matching input
that in combination can lead to some anomaly (memory overflow, use-
after-free, ...). The output from the analysis points to lines in a code
where a given anomaly might happen.[52]
Although the static analysis is a very powerful technique when looking
for bugs, it has several drawbacks. Most notably it requires the source
code of the product. Next is a large number of false positives - static ana-
lysis usually gives a significant amount of output which does not really
present a security vulnerability. This leads to missing real threats once
they actually appear. Also, the analysis can be very time-consuming
which makes it hard to integrate into the build process.[53]
• Examples Here we want to present few examples of dangerous state-
ments found usually in C/C++ programs.
– Non-bounds-checking functions strcpy(), sprintf(), ...
– System calls executing programs execve(), system(), ...
2.2.3 Network protocol cache poison
As an example of methods that attack the principles and design patterns of
network protocols, we will take a look at cache poisoning. This technique
allows us to fake data in protocol caches thus forcing the protocol logic to
communicate with rogue machines instead of the correct ones. This can have
various effects based on the used network protocol - for example traffic sniffing,
denial of service or traffic redirection.
• DNS An attacker tries to insert malformed records into the cache of
selected recursive caching DNS server. Such a server is usually operated
by the ISP as they want to provide its users with fast DNS answers.
The attacker first issues a DNS query for a particular domain forcing
the recursive DNS server to forward such a query to configured author-
itative DNS server. Before the authoritative server manages to respond
the attacker sends a forged answer back to the caching DNS server. This
way the DNS recursive server stores the response from the attacker and
ignores the real one from the authoritative server. Such an attack can
lead to a situation where all future queries for a whole domain get for-
warded to attackers computer who therefore gains full control over what
gets returned in answers to those queries.[54][55]
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• ARP Where DNS cache poison can work regardless of network to-
pology and attacker’s location, ARP cache poison only works on local
networks. Its usage is on the other hand much more straightforward,
and it attacks victims computer directly. ARP gets typically used for
translation between MAC and IP addresses with the protocol being a
part of every common OS. The OS keeps a cache of MAC - IP mappings.
Records can get easily inserted into this cache from any computer on the
local network. After inserting custom records, the attacker can force the
victim to send all its traffic to attacker’s computer by supplying his MAC
address.[26][56]
2.3 Specialized software
In this last section, we will try to give some practical examples of software
tools used by professionals when doing security reviews. We will categorize
these utilities based on their purpose and provide a short comment with a
link to visit for more details. We will try to minimize used space and keep
this section as a straightforward list. Also, these descriptions will be directly
citing the official documentation of specified software.
• Information gathering dnsenum, dnswalk, fierce, fping, nmap,
maltego, dmitry, p0f, recon-ng, ettercap, dsniff, nfspy, sslstrip
– dnsenum Perl script to enumerate DNS information of a domain.
https://github.com/fwaeytens/dnsenum
– dnswalk DNS debugger performing zone transfers and database
checks. https://github.com/davebarr/dnswalk
– fierce DNS reconnaissance tool for locating non-contiguous IP
space. https://github.com/mschwager/fierce
– fping Program to send ICMP echo probes to network hosts, similar
to ping, but much better performing when pinging multiple hosts.
https://fping.org/
– nmap Utility for network discovery and auditing.
https://nmap.org/
– maltego Tool for analyzing real-world relationships between in-
formation that is publically accessible on the Internet.
https://www.paterva.com/
– dmitry Program with the ability to gather as much information as
possible about a host. https://github.com/jaygreig86/dmitry/
– p0f Tool that utilizes an array of sophisticated, purely passive
traffic fingerprinting mechanisms to identify the players behind any
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incidental TCP/IP communications (often as little as a single nor-
mal SYN) without interfering in any way.
http://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/p0f3/
– recon-ng Full-featured Web Reconnaissance framework.
https://bitbucket.org/LaNMaSteR53/recon-ng
– ettercap Comprehensive suite for man in the middle attacks.
http://ettercap.github.io/ettercap/
– dsniff Collection of tools for network auditing and penetration
testing. https://www.monkey.org/˜dugsong/dsniff/
– nfspy Library for automating the falsification of NFS credentials
when mounting an NFS share.
https://github.com/bonsaiviking/NfSpy
– sslstrip Tool to provide a demonstration of the HTTPS stripping
attacks. https://moxie.org/software/sslstrip/
• Vulnerability detection golismero, sparta, lynis, burpsuite, zap,
sqlmap, bbqsql
– golismero Easily expandable framework for web security testing.
https://github.com/golismero/golismero
– sparta Application which simplifies network infrastructure penet-
ration testing by aiding the penetration tester in the scanning and
enumeration phase. https://github.com/SECFORCE/sparta
– lynis Security auditing tool for UNIX derivatives like Linux, ma-
cOS, BSD, and others. https://github.com/CISOfy/lynis
– burpsuite Web vulnerability scanner.
https://portswigger.net/burp
– zap Automatically finds security vulnerabilities in web applica-
tions. http://www.zaproxy.org/
– sqlmap Penetration testing tool that automates the process of
detecting and exploiting SQL injection flaws and taking over of
database servers. http://sqlmap.org/
– bbqsql Blind SQL injection framework, semi-automatic and fast.
https://github.com/Neohapsis/bbqsql/
• Exploitation and attacks pyrit, john the ripper, hydra, aircrack-ng,
reaver, metasploit, beef
– pyrit Pyrit allows to create massive databases, pre-computing part




– john the ripper Password cracker.
http://www.openwall.com/john/
– hydra Multi-protocol, parallel, network password cracker.
https://github.com/vanhauser-thc/thc-hydra
– aircrack-ng Complete suite of tools to assess WiFi network se-
curity. https://www.aircrack-ng.org/
– reaver Reaver implements a brute force attack against Wifi Pro-
tected Setup (WPS) registrar PINs in order to recover WPA/WPA2
passphrases. https://code.google.com/archive/p/reaver-wps/
– metasploit Penetration testing framework.
https://www.metasploit.com/
– beef Penetration testing tool that focuses on the web browser.
http://beefproject.com/
• Reversing and fuzzing IDA, ollydbg, nasm, apktool, peach, afl,
choronzon, vuzzer
– IDA IDA is a multi-processor disassembler and debugger.
https://www.hex-rays.com/products/ida/
– ollydbg Assembler level analysing debugger for Windows.
http://www.ollydbg.de/
– nasm Assembler designed for portability and modularity.
http://www.nasm.us/
– apktool Tool for reverse engineering Android APK files.
https://ibotpeaches.github.io/Apktool/
– peach Automated, scalable and seamless fuzzer.
https://www.peach.tech/
– afl Security-oriented fuzzer that employs a novel type of compile-
time instrumentation and genetic algorithms to automatically dis-
cover clean, interesting test cases that trigger new internal states
in the targeted binary. http://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/afl/
– choronzon Evolutionary knowledge-based fuzzer.
https://github.com/CENSUS/choronzon
– vuzzer Application-aware evolutionary fuzzer.
https://github.com/vusec/vuzzer
• OS tools and others windbg, gdb, wireshark, CFF explorer, sysinternals,
hxd




– gdb GNU Project debugger.
https://www.gnu.org/software/gdb/
– wireshark Widely-used network protocol analyzer.
https://www.wireshark.org/
– CFF explorer PE header inspection.
http://ntcore.com/exsuite.php
– sysinternals Utilities to help manage, troubleshoot and diagnose
Windows systems and applications.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/





This chapter brings us closer to our application, Mary. This is where the more
practical part of our thesis begins as we will analyze the application here.
First, we will take a look at the overall structure of our application - how to
acquire it, installation procedure, application inputs and others. Next, we will
examine binaries and libraries and try to determine their purpose, developer
and security features. Finally, based on the facts found in the first two sections
we will take a detailed look at the theoretically problematic parts.
3.1 Application structure
The first section will introduce us to the application structure with a focus on
any theoretical security deficiencies. Let us first take a look at the possible
ways of obtaining the application and its installation procedure. We will be
interested especially in the distribution source for our application, created files
or registry keys and the default access rights of these objects. Also, network
communication will get in our interest as well as local inputs. In this section,
we will try to briefly introduce all possible places where a security issue might
be hidden, and in the upcoming sections, we will dive deeper into these parts.
3.1.1 Acquire and install
The only way to obtain Mary is to download it. Mary exists in numerous
language versions and has been mirrored to many popular software-download
servers, but we will silently ignore all of these. The only download source we
will focus on is the official web page of Mary’s vendor which provides versions
localized in English. Also, we will focus on the most up-to-date version, 5.40,
as it is of now.
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The installation will be done under an account that was created during the
installation of our OS. This account is by default in the Administrators group,
and it is also by default protected by the UAC. Also, we will leave all installa-
tion options to their defaults and use the most user-friendly next-next-next
way to install Mary.
3.1.1.1 Download
Two official websites from which Mary can be downloaded exist, each of them
leading to a different location, but the same file. As it was confirmed by
the vendor, one of the pages serves as a developer version, and the other one
is for business purposes. They use Apache as their web server and support
only older HTTP/1.1. Both these pages do not use the secured version of
the HTTP protocol and therefore transfer all the data unencrypted. Also,
both these pages do not offer checksums of available files. The downloaded
document is a self-extracting binary file with exe extension, digitally signed
by the vendor.
As Mary has more than 500 million users worldwide, there is a significant
probability that in a vast number of local area networks happens the download
happens within a reasonable period. Using the method of ARP poisoning
mentioned in 2.2.3, an attacker might be able to redirect these download
requests to a computer under his/her control. Also, data exchanged using the
HTTP protocol without encryption can be easily manipulated using a MitM
attack at the TCP level.[57][58] This is definitively an interesting opportunity
requiring more in-depth research. We will focus on it in a greater detail in
subsection 3.3.1.
3.1.1.2 Install
The installation starts with UAC privilege elevation where the dialogue shows
that the application is digitally signed by the vendor. Only one window is
shown during the installation, offering nothing but the path where to install
Mary. We keep everything at its defaults which leads to the creation of files
under the C:/Program Files/Mary directory. The installer uses the ReadFile
call to read itself from the disk and then the WriteFile call to create files in
given path. Based on the offset it has read from itself, it knows which file to
create. Apart from creating most of the necessary files it also reads and writes
numerous registry keys. In its very end, it uses the ProcessCreate call to
launch uninstall.exe which is a file it has previously created. This process
finishes the installation - most importantly, it sets appropriate file types to be
opened by Mary, icon paths, shellex registry keys and so on.
This whole process has been monitored by three useful tools - procmon, regshot
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Figure 3.1: procmon captured creation of uninstall.exe
and wireshark. Thanks to that we can be sure that, for example, no net-
work communication happens during the install as no packets related to the
installation were captured by wireshark. This is also confirmed by the out-
put from procmon, which recorded exactly zero network related system calls.
In addition to using wireshark we have obtained a full list of registry keys
created and changed by the installation - the tool regshot helped us with
that by doing a snapshot of the keys before and immediately after the install-
ation. Information acquired using procmon assures we know what system calls
did the installer use. Therefore we have a good big-picture idea about what
happened.
Overall the installer behaves properly, does not offer any third party bloat-
ware, nor does it connect to any servers to either send some information or to
download unnecessary plugins and so on. The installation process does not,
therefore, seem like a valid place to investigate.
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Figure 3.2: Network communication after filtering out Microsoft servers
3.1.1.3 Access rights
We were checking the access rights of two object types - registry keys and files.
Both these object types got created by the installation. Using regshot, we
acquired a list of all of the newly created registry keys. The list of files was
acquired using procmon by following file-system related calls. Finally, using
accesschk, we acquired the access rights.
Registry keys are generally well protected. The Users group always has just
read rights, the user installing the application can only rewrite several less
interesting keys (e.g. file type associations). More critical keys (e.g. shellex)
are writable only by the Administrators group and SYSTEM user account.
The same goes for files - no typical mistakes like files writable by the Everyone
account appear here, and all important files (e.g. *.exe, *.dll) are also
writable only by the Administrators and SYSTEM.
Overall the application works with minimal possible access rights, does not
leave any unprotected files in the system and tries to follow best security
principles.[7] This forces us to do the decision of excluding access rights as a
possible attack vector and focus on other parts of the application.
3.1.2 Network communication
We have already checked network communication during the installation pro-
cess - there is none. Also, Mary is not a network application. Therefore it
does not open a listening port nor does it accept incoming connections. Other
most common examples of network communication include updates, banners
with commercials, database updates, online help and so on. Unfortunately,
none of these happen in Mary during typical usage.
After trying every single button that is provided by the GUI and even after
supplying many different types of input files not a single packet is transmitted,
nor a single network-related system function is called. This has been extens-
ively tested using both wireshark and procmon. The only two scenarios under
which something related to network happens are the following:
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• Unlicensed usage Mary has a trial version for 40 days, after which
the user must uninstall it or buy a full version. However, it continues
to function with a commercial pop-up window coming up every fifth
launch. This pop-up connects to several domains in a secured man-
ner (using HTTPS with certificate validation) and also to several other
domains using HTTP only. The data transmitted using the HTTP pro-
tocol can contain JavaScript which gets executed by Mary’s JS engine.
Although this may sound interesting, we will not focus on this network
communication. It has the same prerequisites as the unsecured down-
load of the installer (ARP/DNS poison, connection hijack and so forth)
while providing fewer possibilities when compared to supplying a cus-
tomized binary (running custom JS code inside of Mary’s sandbox vs
running completely custom code with theoretical privilege escalation).
Mitigation and recommendations will therefore be the same as stated
in 5.1. Nevertheless, the vendor has of course been informed about this
situation along with a few recommendations. Also, it should be stressed
out that such weakness is only present when using the product in con-
tradiction with its license terms.
• Home page redirect This is even less interesting than the previous
option. When Mary is asked to open its homepage, it passes the link to
a default browser as an argument. All the network communication itself
is then done by the browser, which therefore means, none of the code
from Mary actually works with it.
Figure 3.3: Network communication captured using procmon
3.1.3 Other program inputs
Based on the results from previous subsections, we now know we have to focus
on some other than network inputs. We choose to focus on files, as they are the
main type of accepted data and therefore their processing should cover a large
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part of the code base. Mary can open 15 different file types when executing
algorithm A (alg-a) and any file type when running algorithm B (alg-b).
From the analysis point-of-view, we will focus on alg-a. Although accepting
all file types as an input might create more attack opportunities than in case
of alg-a, it is in practice more complicated to force a victim to execute alg-b
than alg-a. As some libraries share names with compatible file types, it is
highly likely that code processing these file types will be in these DLLs. Some
of them are directly from authors of Mary, and some are third-party libraries,
developed and compiled elsewhere. Mixing code of multiple authors always
increases space for a mistake.
Because of the fact that no interesting network inputs exist, we will focus on
file inputs in the rest of the review. These inputs are processed by various
libraries, and therefore we will take a closer look at them in the next section.
3.2 Executables and libraries
All Mary’s executables and libraries will be introduced in this section. We
will first focus on a brief overview of them and therefore create a list with a
short description for each. Here, we are also going to examine PE headers
and respective security flags of these binary files. Based on these headers, we
will then take a closer look at two interesting libraries which happen to lack
all basic security features and therefore provide theoretical space for issues.
To maintain application’s anonymity, all its files will be renamed in the same
way the application is.
3.2.1 Overview
This is a list of all libraries bundled with Mary. Each of these libraries provides
algorithms to work with one particular file type that Mary can handle. The
original names of these libraries are well known enough to reveal the file types
they work with. However, this was also experimentally proven merely by
opening a given file type and making sure Mary loads the appropriate library
using the LoadLibrary call.
• elizabeth.dll Opens and works with .eli files. This library will get
thoroughly examined in 3.2.2 and 3.3.2.
• mary.dll and mary64.dll Both handle the native format, .mar, with
mary64.dll being the 64-bit version of the library.
• jennifer.dll Opens and works with .jen files. This library will get
thoroughly examined in 3.2.3 and 3.3.3.
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Other binary files installed follow. This includes binary files that are actually
used when running Mary as well as files used during the install/uninstall.
• algA.exe Run alg-a from the command line
• algB.exe Run alg-b from the command line
• uninstall.exe Finish installation or start uninstallation
• mary.exe Run GUI application offering the possibility to execute both
alg-a and alg-b as well as other minor features. Also, handle the rest
of possible file types.
Therefore we have four binaries and four dynamic libraries. Given the in-
formation we have introduced in 2.1.1.1 and 2.2.2, the fact that no network
communication exists and the fact that Mary is quite a broad application con-
sisting of libraries developed by different vendors, we have decided to focus on
buffer overflows. We will be interested only in stack-based buffer overflows.
Security properties of an application when considering buffer overflow attacks
are mostly given by the used programming techniques and compilation op-
tions. Using compilation options appropriately presents a powerful way to
protect the application. Therefore we will not consider such binary files as
problematic. The determination of the compilation options before the used
programming techniques narrows down the amount of code to be analyzed by
some other means. Security attributes will be examined using the PESecurity
- for their detailed description, please see sections 5.2 and 5.1.
File name ASLR DEP Authenticode SafeSEH
elizabeth.dll False False False False
algA.exe True True True True
mary.dll True True True True
mary64.dll True True True True
jennifer.dll False False False False
uninstall.exe True True True True
algB.exe True True True True
mary.exe True True True True
Table 3.1: Security attributes of binaries
The output of PESecurity tells us one important thing. Two libraries have
ASLR & DEP & Authenticode & SafeSEH turned off - this puts the whole
application in danger.[59] As long as we have at least one library with ASLR
turned off, then this library is always going to be loaded at the same address
(unless relocated because the address is already occupied). Moreover, as long
as we know the address of one library, we can use the ROP technique with
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instructions from this library to take control of the execution flow.[10][11] On
the other side, when elizabeth.dll nor jennifer.dll is loaded, the application
uses all compilation security features it can. This is a sign that the authors of
Mary are aware of security threats and these problematic libraries might be
coming from a third party. Given the results of the PE headers analysis, we
will now focus on the two libraries in greater detail.
3.2.2 elizabeth.dll
At first, we will take a look at elizabeth.dll. We will use CFFexplorer to get
as much public information about the library as we can. elizabeth.dll is a part
of a large, open-source software project with a known author, it is developed
for all standard operating systems, and in our case, it is used to provide the
functionality of alg-a for one particular file type, .eli. We can, therefore,
find its source code available online and we can also find an already compiled
version of elizabeth.dll bundled with the source code. This allows us to check
hashes of the two versions and make sure that these files are the same. Now,
we can see that this library is being developed & compiled by a third party.
From the source code documentation, it is apparent why there is no ASLR
switched on - it is being compiled in an ancient MSVC6, where simply no
ASLR option exists. Also, this MSVC6 uses quite an old format of its project
files. Therefore we are forced to convert it to present type of MSVC solution.
Thanks to such a conversion, we can now study the source code of this library
with the possibility of compiling, debugging and everything else like a regular
developer. This offers much more information than reverse engineering the
compiled version of the library.
Mary uses a library compiled with no security features, publicly available
source code and an easy way of loading. These facts make it reasonable to
select elizabeth.dll as a candidate for further investigation. We are able to
put the code through static analysis followed by smart fuzzing based on the
file format specification. This will be examined in 3.3.2 and next chapter.
3.2.3 jennifer.dll
Here, we follow the procedure already used with the previous library. We first
determine the author of the library and use this information to find out more
details. This is a closed source software project of a German company which
does not exist anymore. Moreover, we reveal that .jen is an old file format
which has been used before Mary developed its own and better format, .mar.
Same as with elizabeth.dll this library is also used to provide the functionality
of alg-a only.
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ASLR is missing here because of the simple fact that the library was compiled
in 2005 which was the first year when ASLR was introduced on Linux, two
years before it was available on Microsoft systems. The “age” of the library
also suggests that nobody fixed any security deficiencies that were discovered
in the library in the last decade.
As we do not have the source code here, we will not be able to do the static
analysis, but we can, on the other hand, try to find existing exploits, or reverse
engineer the library to find the out file format structure and run smart fuzzing
with this file format. This is again definitively an opportunity which deserves
more time. Same as with the previous library, we will take a look at this in
subsection 3.3.3 and next chapter.
3.3 In-depth inspection of selected parts
In the previous section, we have chosen three parts of the application that de-
serve more time and detailed analysis - HTTP installer download, elizabeth.dll
and jennifer.dll. Here, we will focus on these parts.
First, we are going to take a look at the download by making a short summary
of requirements for our fake web and tampered binary. Next, elizabeth.dll is
about to be put through a static analysis which is going to be thoroughly
examined, leading to partial conclusions. Finally, we are going to reverse
engineer jennifer.dll to find out more information about it, and we are also
going to try to use the existing exploits against the library.
3.3.1 Unsecured download
Now, we know that there are two domains which can be used for Mary’s
download, both using HTTP/1.1 without encryption. We choose one of these
domains and focus solely on it, but the vulnerability is so general, it is not
a problem to use it for the second domain as well. There are many ways
to abuse unencrypted network communication - downloading the full original
web page, creating a customized binary replacing the original installer and
redirecting requests to our server instead of the vendor’s one is the chosen
method for us.
We have decided to use HTTrack to confirm that we can download the whole
web locally, store it and that the downloaded version looks just the same as
the original. Next, nginx is the selected web server which gets configured to
serve these files under the same host-names as the vendor’s web server. This
way we have a locally available web looking precisely the same as the vendor’s
web with the possibility of supplying our files whenever we decide to do so.
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Now we have to create the file to be supplied and redirect network traffic to
our nginx web server. Such an application should behave like the original
installer while providing functionality for anything an attacker wants. Un-
less privilege escalation is required for the additional functionality, the user
should not be notified by the UAC that anything unexpected is happening
and the digital signature of the original installer should be correctly verified
and valid. Through this method with the combination of non-existent control
checksums, the user will have no easy way to determine that the installer has
been manipulated with.
The description of the application itself along with the chosen way of traffic
redirection will be the primary topic of section 4.2.1.
3.3.2 elizabeth.dll
Static analysis has been done using multiple tools - rats, flawfinder and
Coverity. Their output is not part of the thesis to maintain application’s
anonymity, but it is, of course available, to eligible entities per request.
The situation is straightforward in case of rats and flawfinder. These ap-
plications accept source code files directly as an input, process it line by line,
do not compile the program and work by matching well-known expressions.
This approach has the advantage of a quick setup and easy usage but also
brings some drawbacks - it might be unable to recognize specific types, logic-
ally unreachable parts of the code or parse pre-processor directives, therefore
leading to a lot of false positives. Coverity, on the other hand, works in a
more sophisticated way with a more complicated setup. We found out that it
is costly for commercial usage and after having a short talk with the company
representatives, it has been cleared out that for a trial, educational and all
other purposes they provide a one-hour web session with a dedicated specialist.
This has not been accepted as an optimal solution because much more time
needs to be spent on a proper static analysis. Fortunately, Coverity works
free as an online service for open source projects. Doing some minor changes
to elizabeth.dll along with uploading it to github under proper license, was
therefore sufficient to get it connected with the online version of Coverity.
This way we have finally managed to get the static analysis done also using a
more advanced tool used by real professionals.
rats and flawfinder have pointed out many potentially dangerous lines in
the code. Most noticeably the usage of functions such as MultiByteToWideChar
or memcpy, usage of stack-allocated fixed size buffers or possible lines where
an exception might be thrown. None of these places has been evaluated as
actually vulnerable, mostly because of following reasons.
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• Correct bounds checking
• Memory allocation just for the size that has to be written
• Working with memory allocated on heap
• Static limits for parts of code working with static sized buffers
Figure 3.4: flawfinder partial example output
Coverity provides a more complex algorithm for threat detection and there-
fore eliminates most of these false positives. Therefore, it was able to find only
one defect from the high-impact category - out-of-bounds read. However, this
defect is currently also understood as not interesting for the following reasons.
• Hardware limits It might, even in theory, only work at systems where
access to addresses in the form of [base-address + offset] with offset being
from the range 0 - 4294967295 does not cause an exception. On 32-bit
systems, this will cause an integer overflow followed by access to address
0 which will be followed by an exception. Such an exception will be
handled by Mary and a warning dialogue window will be shown to the
user.
• Unpredictable values Values at addresses mentioned above would
have to be dereferenceable as valid addresses without causing an excep-
tion as well. Without the possibility to affect these values in advance.
• Uncertain writes The possibility to write custom values into the
memory is still uncertain even if we somehow manage to bypass previ-
ously mentioned conditions.
Figure 3.5: Out-of-bound read found by Coverity
Although we know that the application is not protected by ASLR, DEP and
SafeSEH while elizabeht.dll is loaded, we were not able to find a stack-based
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buffer overflow using the static analysis of the library’s source code. Never-
theless, in sub-section 4.2.2, we will take a look at the file format .eli and
try to create simple examples of fuzzing templates.
3.3.3 jennifer.dll
As we do not have the source code available here, we will have to do re. The
chosen software to do so is IDAPro in its free version. IDAPro is a state-of-
the-art disassembler and in its full paid version even a decompiler. This will
allow us to take a look at the internals of the library as well as the file format.
First, we want to take a look at the moment of loading the library - IDAPro
allows us to set breakpoints into the code of the DLL library while executing
the main application. This way we can stop the execution flow at each expor-
ted function to find parts of Mary that take care of calling LoadLibrary. We
could also do this from the other side - search all strings for “jennifer.dll” and
use hardware breakpoints to stop execution whenever the application reads
from the string’s address. Both ways lead to a state after which the library is
loaded. Parts of the code running before the load and after freeing the library
are not interesting for us. Here we are able to find out that Mary tries to
simulate ASLR for jennifer.dll by relocation. Before calling any function from
the DLL, it loads and unloads the library a few times, and it also tries to load
various system-related libraries. At least one of these libraries is often placed
in a collision with the address 0x400000 where jennifer.dll has its ImageBase.
By continuing with re we will find out, that the library enables its client
applications to set a few callbacks. This presumption is later confirmed by
finding unofficial header files specifying the API for working with the library.
We have four callbacks in total - Info, Error, Request and State, while
each of them is used in a completely different situation, has different input
structure and different return values. These callbacks are able to alter the
behaviour of the library in a significant way, as they can force the library
to stop, continue where it last left or quit immediately. Also, each client
application may have an entirely custom algorithm in these callbacks, and
it should be noted that they are called a lot more often than expected - for
example for each character in a particular string. Next, before any file is
processed by the library two initialization and testing functions are called -
JenInitDll and JenTest. Then there is one function which processes the
whole input file, JenProcessFile.3 All these functions have, as parameters,
pointers to custom structures that define many properties of the library - for
example how deep to look for file type signature, temporary files directory and
so on.
3Names of functions changed appropriately to avoid application disclosure.
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During the analysis of the library, we have tried to use the only existing
available exploit found online. This exploit leads to the creation of a specially
crafted .jen file which when processed by the library, causes a stack-based
buffer overflow. The library implements its own strcpy function which copies
bytes from the source address to the destination address until it reaches a null
byte. This implementation is therefore equally dangerous as the standard one
from libc because it does not check the number of bytes already written. The
bo found by the authors of the exploit is rather an educational example - a
locally allocated fixed size buffer which gets filled by using the aforementioned
strcpy function and the input string is directly supplied by the user in the
input file. There is not a single check for the size of the data and the size
of available memory. As jennifer.dll is not being maintained for many years
and the company that developed it does not exist anymore, the success of the
exploit was expected. However, the authors of Mary found a way to protect
it from the given buffer overflow. By implementing a checking logic in one
of the callbacks, they are able to count the number of bytes that should be
copied to the given fixed size local buffer, before passing this user input to
JenProcessFile, where the vulnerability gets exploited. This way they are
able to detect such malicious inputs and raise an exception which gets caught
by Mary itself. Mary then reacts appropriately as if the input file is invalid -
simply by showing a warning dialogue window informing the user that it was
unable to process the input.
Figure 3.6: strcpy implementation by jennifer.dll
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During reverse engineering of the library, we have confirmed that jennifer.dll
is truly not under further development nor has it been fixed for many years
and that the bugs in it stay there. However, we can also say that the authors
of Mary are well aware of the security vulnerabilities that were found in the
library and they try to mitigate their effects by any possible means - either
by simulating ASLR or by checking against known exploits. Also, during our
re procedure, we have gained knowledge about the internal structure of the
.jen file format. This structure was later confirmed by finding an unofficial
documentation for the format. For this reason, we have decided to create a
fuzzing template based on the file created by the exploit. This way we can try





This is the last chapter of this thesis where we analyze the given application.
Here we will try to assess all of the defects we have found. This chapter
represents the end of the practical part of the thesis.
First, we want to briefly summarize found problems. This is intended for
impatient readers that skipped the previous sections and jumped straight here.
After that, we will utilize the knowledge gained in previous sections and assess
discovered problems.
4.1 Defects
The first weakness found in the application is the unsecured download of the
installer and lack of control checksums. Under certain conditions, this leads
to the possibility of replacing the installer with a customized binary. Next is
the absence of ASLR, DEP and SafeSEH for certain libraries. These security
features mitigate the effects of buffer overflow attacks, which may lead to the
change of the execution flow, instructions injection and complete change of
actions in the affected application.
4.1.1 Unsecured download
An unsecured download is caused mostly by the way that some network pro-
tocols are designed. Because of the possibility of injecting routing information
into routing tables of routers we do not own using the BGP protocol, or due
to the possibility of poisoning ARP caches of other devices in local networks,
we are able to manipulate and alter the path that each packet travels.[26][60]
This is not always possible because of several reasons, but the design of such
protocols fundamentally allows this. Next, because of the possibility of pack-
ing an existing application into another one, unpacking it later and executing
the unpacked application, we can create a fake installer, which in addition to
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actually installing the original application, does whatever its creator wants it
to do.
We will try to examine the found problem in a local area network situation
using ARP cache poisoning and a customized binary file which will include
the original installer. We need access to the victim’s local network - this
access can be, for example in the case of local wireless networks, achieved by
one of the methods mentioned in the subsection 2.1.2.5. In our example, we
will suppose we already have this access, whether it is a wireless or a wired
network. Next, we want to discover the IP address of the default gateway
and inform all other devices in the network that the MAC address associated
with this IP address is our own MAC address. This way we will be able
to redirect all outbound traffic to our computer. Such a redirect will allow
us to process the traffic, manipulate it and also re-route it. On the computer
receiving all the traffic, we will start a configured nginx web server, which will
serve the previously downloaded vendor’s web copy, but with our customized
binary as the installer. Finally, we will just change the destination IP address
for packets heading to the vendor’s web to our IP address and handle all
incoming download requests.
4.1.2 Buffer Overflow
We are searching for a stack-based buffer overflow. This bo might be present
when elizabeth.dll or jennifer.dll is loaded as these libraries are compiled with
old and nowadays obsolete options, and therefore lack essential security fea-
tures. In all other cases, the application is protected by the combination of
ASLR, DEP and SafeSEH which represent a solution we will not try to bypass.
These libraries are loaded into the memory in case of working with .eli or
.jen files. When processing .jen files, ASLR is simulated using high-likely-
relocation, but this does not protect the application entirely. Therefore in the
case of an application used by 500 million people, it still makes sense to look
for an existing bo. These libraries get freed when the application is done with
the input file.
A sophisticated and advanced analysis of these libraries has been done, which
in the case of jennifer.dll led to reverse engineering and testing of existing
exploits. In the case of elizabeth.dll, this led to an in-depth static analysis,
source level debugging and the analysis of the source code itself. In subsection
4.2.2, we are focusing on fuzzing these libraries. This means choosing an




We will test the unsecured download by redirecting the installer download
request from a local network to our web server. This web server will be
returning a customized binary containing the original installer as a resource.
Buffer overflow will be tested by running a configured fuzzer trying to find an
input leading the application to a crash. In case we detect such a crash, we
will try to abuse it to change the execution flow.
4.2.1 Unsecured download
This will take place in a simulated network using VirtualBox. We will emulate
three machines connected together - vendor’s server (srv), victim user (usr)
and an attacker (atk). usr will be downloading the installer binary from
srv, while atk will be poisoning its ARP cache. In a real world we do not, of
course, have srv in our local network, but attacking default gateway instead
of srv would have the same effect. srv and usr will be running Ubuntu
16.04 while atk will be running Kali 2017.2 - a Linux distribution designed
specifically for security researchers. Omitting DNS or default gateways in the
network configuration below has no effect on the final functionality.
• SRV 192.168.1.1/24, no default gateway, no DNS server
• USR 192.168.1.2/24, no default gateway, no DNS server
• ATK 192.168.1.3/24, no default gateway, no DNS server
4.2.1.1 Traffic interception
Under normal circumstances (i.e. no ongoing MitM attack) the installer file
mary540.exe will be downloaded from srv.
Figure 4.1: Downloading installer from srv under normal circumstances
Ettercap was chosen for the ARP poisoning attack. Ettercap is a multipurpose
tool allowing us to perform various MitM attacks, hijack TCP connections,
sniff passwords and much more. First, we let Ettercap scan the network which
will give us a list of active devices. Then srv gets selected as target 1 (ti)
and usr as target 2 (tii) - in case we want to poison the whole network and
not just a particular device, we leave tii unassigned. This instructs Ettercap
to poison all other devices except for ti. Now it is enough to start a MitM
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ARP poisoning attack and let Ettercap send appropriate packets. In the
Connections tab, we can now see all the connections between usr and srv.
Figure 4.2: Intercepted connection
Next, we use two iptables commands taking care of web traffic redirection
at the atk station. The first command changes the destination IP addresses
before the routing decision is made by the kernel so that HTTP packets from
usr can reach local nginx at atk. The latter command changes the source
IP of outbound packets after the routing decision has been made so that usr
still thinks it is communicating with srv.
• iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING --src 192.168.1.2 --dport 80 -p
tcp --dst 192.168.1.1 -j DNAT --to-destination 192.168.1.3
• iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING --src 192.168.1.3 --sport 80 -p
tcp --dst 192.168.1.2 -j SNAT --to 192.168.1.1
Finally, we start nginx in its default configuration and place the local copy
of vendor’s web into /var/www/html. Here we replace the original installer
with our crafted binary. If required by the situation we could use the more-
set-headers nginx module to manipulate outgoing HTTP headers to exactly
match headers from srv. Also, in case the vendor’s web would be updated very
frequently, and it would be complicated to keep our local version up-to-date,
we could use the nginx-lua-module to patch nginx to serve only the installer
from the local file and pass everything else to the vendor’s web, effectively
acting as a reverse proxy. In our case, none of the above is required. Now we
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can download the file at usr again and receive a completely different file from
atk instead of srv.
Figure 4.3: Tampered binary downloaded after poisoning ARP cache
Figure 4.4: Tampered binary stored locally
4.2.1.2 Binary tampering
The fake installer will carry the original installer as a resource which will
get unpacked into a temporary file and executed.[61] The original installer is
digitally signed, so direct tampering with this binary is not an option. Before
the execution of the original installer, the attacker has space to do whatever
needs to be done. If desired actions require Administrator privileges, the user
might be notified about it based on the UAC settings. The fake installer will
not have a digital signature, and therefore such a UAC notification will warn
the user that the software comes from an unknown developer. This might
cause some suspicion in the user and lead to cancellation of the installation.
In case that the privileges of the user running the installer will be sufficient,
we can handle this situation without the user being notified about anything
strange. A UAC pop-up will show after our custom code is finished, just
because of the original installer itself, thus showing the original vendor as the
software developer. In our example, we are not executing any custom code as
we do not really want to harm the user, but just point out possible options.
First, we make the resource available using the combination of FindResource,
LoadResource and LockResource calls. Next, we ask the system for an avail-
able name of a temporary file and write the contents of the resource into it.
We also rename this file to have an .exe extension to make it executable for
other system functions. Finally, we call ShellExecute to launch the newly
created file. Here, we use the runas option, which even though that it is
undocumented, enables us to elevate privileges of a binary we are unable to
change. This simple demonstration shows that unsecured download of the
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installer may easily lead to the execution of attacker’s code, without the user
noticing anything.
4.2.2 Buffer overflow
We have created numerous fuzzing templates for both libraries, and our fuzzing
tests are still running as of today. Fuzzing is a very time-consuming technique,
as a vast number of generated inputs is evaluated as invalid by the application
and therefore the tested part of the code is not very large. For this reason,
we have decided to use smart-fuzzing. Here the fuzzer has some hints about
the internal structure of the generated data, or even knows it entirely, which
is the optimal case. This way the fuzzer can generate much more valid inputs
and cover much larger part of the code base.
As a fuzzing software, we have decided to use Peach fuzzer. Peach is old,
mature, proven, offers many configuration options, is both mutation and gen-
eration based and if our thesis should continue in a commercial environment
Peach offers a paid pro version which includes many templates for common
input types, advanced support and even more configuration options. Sample
fuzzing templates for Peach were created during our thesis. These templates
should serve as an example of working with the fuzzer, rather than a compre-
hensive and thorough description of examined file types.
4.2.2.1 Peach
Peach is configured using the so-called PIT files.[62] These are XML files which
describe the structure of generated data, way of interaction with the tested
application, methods of memory access checking and failure detection, log
mechanism and other properties that can be configured for a fuzzing task. In
our case, the generated data are going to be written to a file and Mary is going
to be launched from a command line. Here, it will be given such parameters
to process the given file using alg-a without requiring any further interaction
with the user. Crashes are detected using the windbg debugger and Peach
takes care of replicating the crash along with logging everything important.
Most complicated part of the configuration is, therefore, the Data Model which
describes the structure of the generated data. Peach is missing quite a few
parameters in its free version however despite this fact it still offers an im-
pressive range of options to try. Here follows a list of some of them to get an
idea of what should a sophisticated fuzzer offer.
• Data types Numbers, strings, flags, blobs, ...
• Relations Marking e.g. specific number as a size-of/count-of/offset-
of/... some other part of generated data
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• Fix-ups Calculation of CRC-32/SHA1/MD5/... of some other part of
generated data
• Transformations Compression/Decompression of data block using
bz2/gzip, encryption/decryption of data block using AES/3DES/....
Unfortunately, the configuration is not very straightforward due to several
facts. Whether it is missing/misleading/unpublished documentation, huge
differences between versions 2.x and 3.x (Peach has been completely rewritten
from Python to C#, has different parameters, options, etc.) or lack of proper
community and support from the authors, it complicates any advanced usage.
It should be however noted, that all these issues are resolved when using
the paid version of Peach which logically gets much more attention from the
authors. Therefore despite these facts, Peach is still the most appropriate tool
to use as it offers much more configuration possibilities than other fuzzing
software.
After creating the PIT files, executing the fuzzing task is a question of one
simple command. For speeding up the process, we can use tools like ImDisk
to create a RAM disk in the memory and write created files into it without
waiting for often slow hard drives.
4.2.2.2 Fuzzing elizabeth.dll
First, we will take a look at fuzzing elizabeth.dll. As .eli is a highly op-
timized format, it turned out to have custom integer encoding. This is by
definition a significant issue for any fuzzing software which is not aware of
the encoding and does not support it. Peach can generate specific numbers
using the relations, fix-ups or transformers as stated above, but it has abso-
lutely no clue that integers written to a generated file must be encoded in a
specific way. Therefore, the library is going to decode different numbers than
Peach intended to write and the file might end up invalid. Unfortunately, this
does not currently have a solution within our reach. After contacting the au-
thors of Peach, it has been confirmed that no easy way how to achieve custom
number encoding exists in the free version. An option for partially bypassing
the encoding was the eval transformer applying given Python expression on
selected numbers, allowing the user to modify the data on-the-fly. However,
this transformer has either been marked as obsolete or has some new undoc-
umented usage, but in any case, it currently does not work. Peach just does
not start when trying to include this transformer in the PIT file. As so, to
minimize the effect of the encoding algorithm, only 8-bit numbers are used in
places where encoded numbers should be. This way the probability of gener-
ating correctly encoded number is the highest. It should be noted that the
paid version of Peach has a variable-width-number type which makes things
a little bit easier, and also that the authors are able to create a customized
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version of Peach including this encoding. Thus, in a commercial environment,
this issue can be resolved by using the paid version and purchasing a patch.
Next, besides being highly optimized, the file format is also very complicated.
Also, the documentation does not entirely match the generated and valid
files, therefore creating the templates is not very straightforward. Besides,
several created templates crashed Peach itself (reported to the authors with
no answer), so a wrapper script detecting the crash and starting Peach again
had to be created.
Fuzzing with created templates is still running and was able to find multiple
input files that crash a bundled client application. However, no input crashing
Mary has been found yet. Also, none of the inputs that crash the client
application can lead to the change of the execution flow. During the analysis
of elizabeth.dll, we were able to find one issue, theoretical buffer overflow that
can be caused thanks to the lack of ASLR, DEP and SafeSEH. However, no
such buffer overflow has been found yet, and no proof of concept code has been
developed. As more than a year has been spent on this analysis, it might seem
that elizabeth.dll is safe to use. However, since it is a large, hard to maintain
software project it is probably only a matter of time until future code edits
lead to such a buffer overflow and it gets discovered - recommendations in 5.2
minimize the chances that it will be worth even looking for.
4.2.2.3 Fuzzing jennifer.dll
Here the situation is better, opposed to the previous case. Apart from a few
tiny details, we can describe the internal structure of an example .jen file by
our PIT file. The internal structure is not so complicated and no special integer
encoding is required. Our PIT file is based on the previously mentioned file
generated by the exploit - this exploit is only prevented thanks to the internal
logic in Mary, while jennifer.dll still remains vulnerable to it. Its fuzzing might
therefore create a file which will not get detected by Mary.
One problem we were facing here is the fact that .jen uses only the lowest
16-bit of the otherwise 32-bit CRC-32 value. As Peach is only able to generate
32-bit long CRC-32, we had to fix this using an expression fix-up at the price
of some additional data generated into the file. This could have been also fixed
by a particular transformer designed for shortening numbers, but although it
is documented, it does not work. This has been also reported without any
answer.
Same as with the previous library the fuzzing is still running as of today.
And same as with the library earlier, it has not been able to find a valid
buffer overflow leading to an application crash yet. Although we know that
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the library is vulnerable, it is protected by the additional checks in its client
application, which make it secure for now. But here, the risk of existing buffer
overflow is even higher than in case of the former library - as jennifer.dll is not
maintained anymore, it is possible that the callback logic in Mary will not be
able to prevent the next bo found (if any). Thus, we will take a more detailed





In this last chapter, we will focus on recommendations and advice for Mary’s
vendor who has been informed about the results of the thesis. We are going
to examine possible protections and suggest the best one for a given situation.
These protections should influence the users of Mary as less as possible, and
they should also include minimal expenses connected with them.
5.1 Unsecured network communication
In the life cycle of our reviewed application are two situations which require
some network communication. The first one is the download of the installer
and the second one is displaying a commercial when using the product without
a license. Both of these situations use some kind of unencrypted communic-
ation. Unencrypted communication leads to the possibility of hijacking the
connections and inserting data delivered to the JS engine of our application, or
even worse, delivering a tampered installer of our application. As mentioned
before we have focused on a forged installer as it provides the attacker with
more theoretical options and possibilities.
5.1.1 Protection methods
• Checksums The vendor might provide users with control checksums
of downloaded files. Thanks to checksums, users would be able to check
that the data they have downloaded is the file that was originally pub-
lished by the vendor. Currently, they do not have such a possibility, even
though this brings no additional costs for the vendor. This protection
method only applies to the fake installer defect, as it requires the user
to manually check that the published checksum matches the checksum
of the downloaded file.
• HTTPS All the unencrypted network communication could be easily
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secured by using HTTPS instead of plain HTTP. HTTPS, when cor-
rectly implemented, also ensures that no traffic hijacking is possible,
thus eliminates all the attacks like ARP poisoning, BGP re-routing and
so on. On the other hand, it might create additional fees connected with
obtaining a trusted certificate, but thanks to services like Let’s Encrypt
these fees can be reduced to a very reasonable amount. Also, these
expenses can be minimized using several CDN providers who provide
SSL free of charge. Both of these should be negligible for a company
producing software as famous as Mary is.
5.1.2 Recommendations
No network communication can be made 100% secure by its very definition.
However, currently, it is believed that today’s encryption standards should be
strong enough for a regular user to keep his secrets private. Checksums are a
nice-to-have feature but should be provided as an additional check and always
in combination with HTTPS. Otherwise, the attacker might simply change the
checksum value delivered to the user and fake it appropriately. Also, these
checks require the user to participate in the process which is always bad by
its design. For these reasons, we would recommend a full switch to HTTPS
and its usage for all required communication.
Several emails have been exchanged with the vendor regarding this topic.
During the time of working on this thesis, the vendor has already switched its
public web to HTTPS. Every request now delivered to the standard HTTP
port TCP 80 is replied with a 302 HTTP redirect to its secured version. Al-
though this might seem like a solution, it only means that the attacker has
to use a tool like sslstrip in addition to ettercap. The redirect maintains
backward compatibility, but it is definitely not enough to stop a sophisticated
attacker. Disabling HTTP solely would help this situation well. Also, the
vendor is aware of the unencrypted communication happening in the com-
mercial pop-up, but currently has private reasons to stick to their current
technology. They are, however, working with several third parties on an up-
date which will allow a full switch to HTTPS for this communication as well.
5.2 Buffer overflow
Although we have not found a valid buffer overflow vulnerability, the applic-
ation is, in its current form, still providing space for any bo to appear due to





• ASLR ASLR makes buffer overflows much more complicated due to
the fact, that it loads libraries and executables at different addresses
everytime they are loaded/started. This ensures that supplying our ex-
ploit with a valid return address cannot be done as easily as without it.
Getting the return address for an ASLR disabled application is usually
(unless for example, relocation occurs) as simple as executing the applic-
ation at a target platform, printing the addresses around the buffer with
shellcode and using one of them. To minimize segmentation fault errors
and illegal instructions, attackers usually use a simple NOP-sled tech-
nique which leads the CPU directly to the prepared instructions. With
ASLR, this is not possible, as the address at which the application is
loaded changes every time the application is started. Thus determining
the address at the attacker’s computer makes no sense. Bypassing ASLR
usually requires some other vulnerability to be present in the applica-
tion. This vulnerability (e.g. formatting string vulnerability[11]) then
reveals a valid return address which is used by the rest of the exploit.
Also, system libraries are usually loaded during the boot of the system
and therefore their address stays the same until the reboot. But gener-
ally bypassing ASLR is a non-trivial action complicating the exploitation
process.[63][10][59]
• DEP DEP is a Microsoft Windows name for the NX/XD bit in CPU
architectures. This technology provides a way to mark specific parts of
the program (stack, heap, selected pages, etc.) as not executable. This is
checked by the CPU itself and causes a CPU exception in case an address
from non-executable space is loaded into the PC. DEP is usually used to
mark the stack pages as non-executable, which means the attacker is not
able to launch shellcode from there. This method is very effective, but
it has to be combined with ASLR. Otherwise, ROP techniques might be
used to bypass it. Even when the stack is non-executable, but we have
the knowledge of a valid return address, we might be able to use existing
sequences of instructions to deactivate DEP. However, DEP makes the
exploitation of ASLR supported applications harder.[63][10][59]
• SafeSEH SEH works on a principle of building a list of special func-
tions which are called when an exception occurs. Each of these func-
tions has the ability to determine if it wants to handle the risen excep-
tion or not. SEH based exploits rewrite the address of such handlers
and cause an exception - the SEH mechanism then redirects the execu-
tion flow to inserted shellcode instead of a regular exception handler.
SafeSEH protects against loading a custom exception handler by check-
ing that the address of the handler was registered as a valid exception
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handler before. This way it is much harder for exploits overwriting the
EXCEPTION REGISTRATION block to succeed.[32][40][59]
5.2.2 Recommendations
Here we have to stress out one already mentioned fact. In the case that at
least one loaded library does not support ASLR then the whole application is
still not protected by it.[59] This library will get loaded at the same address
every time (unless relocation happens) and therefore instructions from this
library might be used for ROP technique and controlling the execution flow.
In case of Mary, the libraries without ASLR are elizabeth.dll and jennifer.dll.
• elizabeth.dll This library is compiled using old and obsolete MSVC
which simply does not support ASLR. The author is well aware of this for
more than five years, has been notified about possible security impacts
and nothing has changed. There is, therefore, no reason to think that
this situation will solve itself somehow. On the other hand, elizabeth.dll
has available source codes, and everybody is able to recompile it. This
might bring up some compatibility issues, but it should be possible to
resolve them, which is not the case of a missing ASLR. Also, when the
rest of the compilation parameters stays the same, these issues should
be minimal. Therefore, the ideal solution seems to be the recompilation
of the library with ASLR, DEP and SafeSEH switched on along with
fixing arising issues.
• jennifer.dll In case of jennifer.dll, the situation is much worse. Recom-
pilation is not an option here as the source code is not public and there
is no way of contacting the authors as the company no longer exists.
Also, the library contains known unfixed security vulnerabilities that
are patched using callback handler logic in Mary. On the other hand,
the file format .jen is nowadays very rarely used. Performing a quick
search on Google brings only one valid result throughout the first five
pages. Also, its performance parameters are long outdated, and it has
generally been replaced by newer and better formats. For these reasons,
it makes sense to drop support for it and abandon this library entirely.
The user impact should be minimal based on the infrequent usage of the
.jen format.
We have contacted the authors of Mary mainly because of the unsecured com-
munication, which presents an actual threat. From their quick reaction and
perfect communication, it comes out that security is a priority taken very
seriously by them. Also, because no buffer overflow has been found in these
libraries and that our fuzzing tests are still running, we are saving the inform-
ation regarding the compilation parameters for a later time. Particularly for
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a moment when a valid bo is found by the fuzzing if such a moment hap-
pens. Now it is legitimate to presume that the authors are well aware of these
compilation parameters. Still, they have reasons that make them keep the




This thesis had several objectives. First, it was getting familiar with methods
and software used in reverse engineering of computer software. Next, we
were supposed to use these techniques and software to perform a vulnerability
assessment of the provided application, with focus on network communication.
Finally, we had to document all found weaknesses and give measures leading
to their mitigation.
In the first chapter, we have just extended the introduction to make sure
everybody understands what will be this thesis’s aim. We have outlined the
structure of the thesis, expected results and formulated the purpose of it in a
detailed way.
The second chapter has been dedicated to the research. We have studied
chosen attack vectors, suitable methods and up-to-date software. Here we
focused on reverse engineering. To be able to perform a sophisticated review
we have also examined other areas of computer security. Most notably net-
working, black-box fuzzing and static analysis. All this knowledge has been
supported by finding and working with professional software tools designed
for such purposes.
The beginning of the assessment has been performed in the third chapter.
Following the research, we have used previously acquired skills to find out
detailed information about the studied application, reverse engineer it and
put it through an in-depth static analysis. Given actions directed us to the
detection of missing protection features of several libraries, and unsecured
download of the application’s installer.
Next chapter has been dedicated to continuing with the assessment. We have
created example fuzzing templates for file formats processed by the defective
libraries and fuzzed these libraries using the Peach fuzzer. Also, we have
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simulated a scenario in which a new user downloads the application from
the vendor’s webpage. Using HTTrack, nginx and Ettercap we were able
to perform an ARP poisoning attack, leading to a download of a tampered
installer.
In the last chapter, we have provided information about possible protection
methods and suggested the optimal way for fixing found weaknesses.
During the creation of this thesis, we gained significant knowledge, improved
our computer security skills and assessed the given application using appro-
priate methods. The vendor of the reviewed application has been notified of
all discovered issues, and some of them got already fixed.
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DVD Digital Versatile Disc
USB Universal Serial Bus
OS Operating System
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
UAC User Account Control
GUI Graphical User Interface
CPU Central Processing Unit
PC Program Counter
ASLR Address Space Layout Randomization
DEP Data Execution Prevention
SEH Structured Exception Handling
IPMI Intelligent Platform Management Interface
SUID set user ID upon execution
SGID set group ID upon execution
BIOS Basic Input-Output System
UEFI Unified Extensible Firmware Interface
SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol




HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
DNS Domain Name System
MS-RPC Microsoft Remote Procedure Call
IDS Intrusion Detection System
IPS Intrusion Prevention System
MitM Man-in-the-Middle
AP Access Point
ARP Address Resolution Protocol
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol
BGP Border Gateway Protocol
FTP File Transfer Protocol
SMB Server Message Block
VPN Virtual Private Network
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
HTTPS HTTP Secure
SFTP SSH File Transfer Protocol
DoS Denial-of-Service attack
UDP User Datagram Protocol
XML Extensible Markup Language
NIC Network Interface Controller
DDoS Distributed Denial-of-Service
WEP Wired Equivalent Privacy
WPA Wi-Fi Protected Access
WPS Wi-Fi Protected Setup





ABI Application Binary Interface




IAT Import Address Table
RTTI Run-Time Type Information
NX/XD Non eXecute / eXecute Disable
VM Virtual Machine
AI Artificial Intelligence
ISP Internet Service Provider
MAC Media Access Control
NFS Network File System
SQL Structured Query Language
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
GNU GNU’s Not Unix!
ROP Return oriented programming
MSVC Microsoft Visual C++
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
SHA Secure Hash Algorithm
MD Message-Digest Algorithm
AES Advanced Encryption Standard
DES Data Encryption Standard
RAM Random Access Memory
JS JavaScript
CDN Content Delivery Network
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